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Annex B 

Singapore Film and TV content at China International Film & TV Programmes Exhibition (CIFTPE) 2014 

A) Film content 

S/N Title Synopsis Produced by Distributed by Genre Language/s 

1 

Wayang 
Boy 

戏曲小子  
 

 
Eleven-year-old Indian immigrant, Raja, gets into a fight and 
joins the school’s traditional Wayang (Chinese Opera) troupe 

to escape punishment. The troupe needs to put up a 
performance for a foreign dignitary. Soon conflict arises from 
choosing the lead and having a foreigner in the cast. Through 
the mayhem, the characters learn anew the meaning of living 
together as one united people, regardless of race, language or 

religion. 
 

mm2 
Entertainment, 

Brainchild 
Pictures  

mm2 
Entertainment 

Comedy 
English & 
Mandarin 

2 

Game Of 
Suspects         

鸡 - 一场

嫌疑游戏 

 
Housewife Chen Ruomei was found murdered and topless but 
with no apparent injuries, except that her head had been cut 

off and its whereabouts unknown. Police discovers that Chen's 
insurance payout goes to her 15-year-old daughter Jiahui, 

who is also missing. Chen's husband Zeng, a police officer, is 
suspended from his duties. According to witnesses, Chen 

quarrelled with her daughter's teacher at a restaurant. The 
apartment where the body was found belongs to Mr Le, 

whose son happens to be Jiahui's classmate. Shortly after, the 
boy is found dead at the bottom of his apartment block.  

 

Flora Goh Scout Pictures Thriller Mandarin 
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S/N Title Synopsis Produced by Distributed by Genre Language/s 

3 

My Son’s 
Wedding 

儿子的大

事 

 
Ex-singer May Wu hires 11-year old child star medium boy and 
his father Master Wong to find a wife for her dead son Peng, 

but the search for the right bride becomes challenging as 
apparently, Peng had died a mysterious death. When Mrs Wu 

decides to go against the choice of the "bride" picked and 
continues to throw a wedding banquet, shocking secrets are 

revealed and all hell breaks loose at the ghost wedding.  
 

Flora Goh Scout Pictures 
Drama,  
Comedy 

Mandarin & 
English  

4 

In Time To 
Come 

同窗密友 

 
Three childhood friends make a pact to support each other 

forever. When they each start to chase after their individual 
dreams, their friendship starts to fall apart. Will they be able 
to succeed in achieving what they want without losing what 

used to be most precious to them? 
 

Flora Goh Scout Pictures 
Drama, 
Comedy 

Mandarin 

5 

Five to 
Nine 

晚五朝九 

Five to Nine comprises four short films from Singapore, China, 
Thailand and Japan, with each film reflecting the directors’ 

personal point of view of their home country. All four stories 
begin from 5pm and end at 9am during the World Cup season, 

investigating what goes on beyond the monotony of 9am to 
5pm job routines. 

 

佟郁 (China), 
Wormwood Films 
(SG), White Light 
Studio (Thailand), 

Off Scene Films 
(Thailand), Deep 

End Pictures 
(Japan) 

 

To be confirmed Film Noir 
Mandarin, 

Thai, 
Japanese 
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S/N Title Synopsis Produced by Distributed by Genre Language/s 

6 Banting 

 
It’s tough when you are a hijab-wearing young woman and 

your greatest passion in life is professional wrestling. 
Welcome to Yasmin Muhammad’s life. Raised in a strict 

Muslim household, and torn between filial piety and chasing 
her dreams, Yasmin must battle against all odds to become a 

professional wrestler. 
 

Edmund D. Lim, 
Asra Aman, M. 
Raihan Halim 

Nil Action, Drama 
English & 

Malay 

 

TV Content 

S/N Title Synopsis Produced by Distributed by Genre Language/s 

1 
Factory 
Towns 

 
There are over 250 million migrant workers in China, twice 
the entire population of Japan. Many find work in factories 

in coastal provinces like Guangdong drawn by the promise of 
better pay. But far away from home and caught up in the 

unrelenting flow of the production line, many workers find 
themselves emotionally disconnected. Set against the epic 

backdrop of the world's greatest manufacturing nation, 
these are the struggles of those who live in factory town. 

 

August Pictures  Nil Documentary English 

2 
Home 

家 

 
Home looks at traditional dwellings in Singapore, other 

Southeast Asian countries, China, India, Japan and Korea, 
and delves into three aspects. How do the architecture and 

furnishings reflect the local geography, climate and 
customs? How does the residents’ way of living at home 

embody their notions about homes? What hopes and ideals 
do people uphold with regard to their homes? 

 

August Pictures 
 

Nil Documentary Mandarin 
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S/N Title Synopsis Produced by Distributed by Genre Language/s 

3 

The Place 
We Live In 

生活在这里 

 
They live in extraordinary places. Braving all dangers, they 
willingly root themselves here. Unusual living spaces and 

tough living conditions have never deterred them. The 
fragility of peace overwhelms but they remain unmoved – 

because in all the expanse of the world, this is the only 
places they call home. A life worthy of respect, a life worth 

living, freely embraced by the place they live in. 
 

August Pictures  Nil 
Documentary, 
infotainment 

Mandarin 

4 

Against the 
Tide 

逆潮 

 
A story of life mimicking art underlies this crime drama 

series, as a slew of murders are carried out in the similar 
fashion a novelist has planned out his fictional crime plots. 

 

MediaCorp TV 
Singapore Pte 

Ltd 

MediaCorp TV 
Singapore Pte 

Ltd 
Drama Mandarin 

5 

C.L.I.F 
(Courage, 
Loyalty, 

Integrity, 
Fairness) 
Series 3 

警徽天职 3 

A story that centres on a group of police officers, and their 
struggles between personal life and police duties. 

MediaCorp TV 
Singapore Pte 

Ltd  

MediaCorp TV 
Singapore Pte 

Ltd 
Drama Mandarin 

6 

 
Spice Up 

幸福料理 
 

 
Yu Nan struggles to bring her family's western food 

restaurant back on track after the death of her father, the 
only person who knows the recipe of their well-known salad 

dressing. 
 

MediaCorp TV 
Singapore Pte 

Ltd 

MediaCorp TV 
Singapore Pte 

Ltd 
Drama Mandarin 
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S/N Title Synopsis Produced by Distributed by Genre Language/s 

7 

The 
Journey - A 

Voyage  
信约：唐山

到南洋 

 
The Journey: A Voyage is the first part of The Journey 

trilogy. The trilogy depicts the lives of early immigrants as 
they cross the oceans from Southern China to Singapore and 

how their offspring eventually settled down in the new 
home and grow with it. 

 

MediaCorp TV 
Singapore Pte 

Ltd  

MediaCorp TV 
Singapore Pte 

Ltd  
Drama Mandarin 

8 

 
The 

Journey -  
Tumultuous 

Times  
信约：动荡

的年代 

 

 
The Journey: A Tumultuous Time is the second part of The 
Journey trilogy. A Tumultuous Time will bring viewers 
through the struggling years after the 2nd World War, and 
witness how each character survive and emerge from the 
tumultuous time. 

 

MediaCorp TV 
Singapore Pte 

Ltd  

MediaCorp TV 
Singapore Pte 

Ltd  
Drama Mandarin 

9 
World At 
Your Feet 

球在你脚下 

 
Mei Ren Xin, a renowned soccer coach, suffers depression 

after his wife’s unfortunate death. He later decides to 
come out of retirement to form a soccer team to join a 
competition for the prize money. His rival, Li Hua, forms 

another team to stop Ren Xin from winning the 
championship.  

 

MediaCorp TV 
Singapore Pte 

Ltd  

MediaCorp TV 
Singapore Pte 

Ltd  
Drama Mandarin 
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S/N Title Synopsis Produced by Distributed by Genre Language/s 

10 

Yes We Can! 

我们一定

行! 

 
After resigning from his fourth job, Liu Jun Wei decides to 
set up his own company ‘Can-do’, where he helps people 

kick-start their own businesses. Xue Qin pesters Jun Wei to 
help her become a successful entrepreneur but her timid 

personality prevents her from doing what he wants. At the 
same time, Li Yi, a dentist approaches Jun Wei with plans to 
open a ‘Elderly Services Centre’ but the plan turns out to be 
a flop due to a lack of effort from Jun Wei. Eventually, the 
three of them form the ‘Can-do’ trio and in the process of 

running the ‘Elderly Services Centre’, they discover the dying 
traditional trades of the elderly and decide to give them a 

helping hand. Jun Wei decides to breathe a new lease of life 
into shoe manufacturing by combining beads embroidery 

and leather shoes, will he succeed?   
 

MediaCorp TV 
Singapore Pte 

Ltd  

MediaCorp TV 
Singapore Pte 

Ltd  
Drama Mandarin 

11 

Food Source 
Series 4 

食在好源头

4 

 
Returning for the fourth season, Food Source series 4 

continues the search around the world for the origin of the 
simple ingredient that we consume everyday. 

 

MediaCorp TV 
Singapore Pte 

Ltd  

MediaCorp TV 
Singapore Pte 

Ltd  
Variety Mandarin 

12 

Green 
Footprints 

绿悠游 

 
The programme brings focus to eco-efforts in Singapore and 

eco-tourism destinations in different parts of the world. 
 

MediaCorp TV 
Singapore Pte 

Ltd  

MediaCorp TV 
Singapore Pte 

Ltd  
Variety Mandarin 

13 

My Star 
Guide Series 

9 

我的导游是

明星 9 

 
A travel related show where your tour guide is a local 

celebrity who will lead you on a tour around the world. 
 

MediaCorp TV 
Singapore Pte 

Ltd  

MediaCorp TV 
Singapore Pte 

Ltd  
Variety Mandarin 
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S/N Title Synopsis Produced by Distributed by Genre Language/s 

14 

Small 
Spaces 

小空间 

 
A magazine style variety programme which shows you how 
to make amazing use of the available and limited space in 

your apartment, featuring apartments from Japan, 
Singapore and Taiwan. 

 

MediaCorp TV 
Singapore Pte 

Ltd  

MediaCorp TV 
Singapore Pte 

Ltd  
Variety Mandarin 

15 

Style Check-
in Series 4 

潮人攻略 4 

 
Style: Check-in is a fashion lifestyle program that revolves 
around the theme of fun, food, trends and entertainment. 

 

MediaCorp TV 
Singapore Pte 

Ltd  

MediaCorp TV 
Singapore Pte 

Ltd  
Variety Mandarin 

16 

Halal 
Galore-
China  

 
Halal Galore is a Halal food travelogue series that 

explores Halal food options by Muslim travellers visiting 
non-Muslim countries, by broadening their food choices, 
discover, taste and validating the availability of certified 

Halal cuisines overseas.  
 

Monstrou Studio 
Monstrou 

Studio 
Food 

Travelogue  
English / 

Malay 

17 
Salam 

Ramadhan 
Series  

 
Salam Ramadhan series explores how other Muslims 

around the world usher in the holiest month in the Islamic 
calendar, the month of fasting. The show aims to 

overthrow misconceptions about Muslims to be of only 
either Malay, Arabic or Middle Eastern descent, while 

highlighting the similarities of their beliefs and practices.  
 

Monstrou Studio 
Monstrou 

Studio 
Info-education 

English / 
Malay 
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S/N Title Synopsis Produced by Distributed by Genre Language/s 

18 Tritans 

 
An original locally created 3D sci-fi animation series 

utilising Motion Capture technology, the series is about 
three superhero kids who are bestowed with super-

human powers and specially chosen by GAIA (Mother 
Earth) to battle against the evil entrepreneur, Dr Kaos. 

Tritans embark on their quest of sustaining the balance of 
the planet's ecosystem under the guidance of GAIA.  

 

Monstrou Studio 
Monstrou 

Studio 
SciFi kids 3D 
animation 

English / 
Malay 

19 Tritans 2 

 
The second season of Tritans, a 3D sci-fi animation series, 

utilising Motion Capture technology, centres on 3 
superheroes. Empowered with advanced powers and 

cutting-edge costumes, the trio is back to save the day 
from new and old enemies that are out to destruct the 

world.  
 

Monstrou Studio 
Monstrou 

Studio 
SciFi kids 3D 
animation 

English / 
Malay 

 


